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Siemens to supply gas turbines for new power
plant in Pakistan
 Pakistan’s K-Electric awarded Siemens and China’s Harbin Electric
International a contract to build a 900-megawatt combined cycle power
plant at the Bin Qasim Power Complex in Karachi
 Siemens to supply two F-class gas turbines, steam turbines, generators and
condensers
Siemens along with partner Harbin Electric International, signed an agreement with
K-Electric to build a 900-megawatt combined cycle power plant at the Bin Qasim
Power Complex in Karachi.
K-Electric’s total investment for the project, known as Bin Qasim Power Station 3
(BQPS-III), is $650 million. Work is expected to begin by the end of 2019 and will be
completed in 24 months.

Siemens will provide two Siemens SGT5-4000F gas turbines, steam turbines,
generators and condensers. These will be the first Siemens turbines to be added to
K-Electric’s power generation fleet.
Karim Amin, CEO of Power Generation at Siemens Gas and Power, said, “There is
no doubt that adding 900 MW of reliable power generation capacity to the city of
Karachi is a great source of pride, however we are even more proud of the
partnership with K-Electric and Harbin Electric and the determination to make this
project a successful landmark for the people of Pakistan.”
Siemens’ SGT5-4000F gas turbine is known for its high performance, low power
generation cost, long intervals between inspections and service-friendly design.
More than 350 units have been sold around the world, with more than 17 million
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fired hours. These highly efficient turbines will help K-Electric bridge the shortfall in
its power network that serves 15 million people in Karachi, Pakistan’s biggest city.
“The 900 MW BQPS-III is essential in meeting Karachi's future energy demands,”
said Moonis Alvi, CEO, K-Electric. “The aim is to commission the project in the
fastest possible time, and we are confident that with the right facilitation from all
quarters, power from the plant may be added to our supply as soon as summer of
2021. An investment of the size and magnitude of BQPS-III is a testament to KE’s
commitment to improving the reliability of power supply for its customers.”

Two SGT5-4000F gas turbines will operate in a new 900 MW combined cycle power
plant at the Bin Qasim Power Complex in Karachi, Pakistan

This press release and photo are available at: https://sie.ag/2MJTTzi

For further information on Siemens Gas and Power, please see
www.siemens.com/energy
Social Media
Siemens Energy on LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/siemens-energy/
Siemens Energy on Twitter @Siemens_Energy
Contact for journalists
Amy Pempel
Phone: +1 407-408-1932; E-mail: amy.pempel@siemens.com
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Siemens Gas and Power (GP) is a global pacesetter in energy, helping customers to meet the evolving demands
of today’s industries and societies. GP comprises broad competencies across the entire energy value chain and
offers a uniquely comprehensive portfolio for utilities, independent power producers, trans mission system operators,
the oil and gas industry and other energy intensive industries. Products, solutions, systems and services address
the extraction, processing and the transport of oil and gas as well as power and heat generation in central and
distributed thermal power plants, power transmission and grid stability, as well as energy transition technologies
including storage. With global headquarters in Houston in the U.S. and more than 64,000 employees in over 80
countries, Siemens Gas and Power has a presence across the globe and is a leading innovator for the energy
systems of today and tomorrow, as it has been for more than 150 years.

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. The company is active around the globe,
focusing on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed
energy systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. Through the
separately managed company Siemens Mobility, a leading supplier of smart mobility solutions for rail and road
transport, Siemens is shaping the world market for passenger and freight services. Due to its majority stakes in the
publicly listed companies Siemens Healthineers AG and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, Siemens is also a
world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital healthcare services as well as environmentally friendly
solutions for onshore and offshore wind power generation. In fiscal 2018, which ended on September 30, 2018,
Siemens generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.1 billion. At the end of September 2018, the
company had around 379,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at
www.siemens.com.
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